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Encyclopedia of Database SystemsSpringer, 2009
The multi-volume Encyclopedia of Database Systems provides easy access to relevant information on all aspects of very large databases, data management, and database systems. Over 1,400 illustrated essays and definitional entries, organized alphabetically, present basic terminology, concepts, methods and data processing...
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Absolute C++ (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	 


	This book is designed to be a textbook and reference for programming in the C++ language. Although it does include programming techniques, it is organized around the features of the C++ language, rather than any particular curriculum of techniques. The main audience I had in mind is undergraduate students...
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Introduction to the Cellular and Molecular Biology of CancerOxford University Press, 2005

	This new edition o Introduction and Molecular Biology of Cancer provides a concise yet comprehensive overview of cancer biology, covering the current status of both research and treatment. For the student or new researcher the breadth of cancer research can appear daunting, yet a broad understanding is essential for translation of...
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Principles of Digital Image Processing: Advanced Methods (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This textbook is the third of three volumes which provide a modern, algorithmic introduction to digital image processing, designed to be used both by learners desiring a firm foundation on which to build, and practitioners in search of critical analysis and concrete implementations of the most important techniques. This volume builds upon the...
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Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control (Wiley Interscience Series in Systems and Optimization)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Logistic systems constitute one of the cornerstones in the design and control of production systems and the modelling of supply chains. They are key to a number of industries, and courses teaching logistics systems planning and control are becoming more widespread. Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control is the first book to...
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The Art of War for Security Managers: 10 Steps to Enhancing Organizational EffectivenessButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
I graduated from Long Island University in 1991 with a bachelor’s degree in political science. In the years since, much of the specifi c material I learned has been forgotten in the whirlwind of family and career life. Even so, there are some important lessons I still recall. Dr. Donald Baker often told us undergraduate students that states...
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Introduction to BiometricsSpringer, 2011


	A number of crucial societal applications like international border crossing, electronic

	commerce, and welfare disbursement require reliable person recognition systems.

	Traditional person authentication methods based on passwords and identity

	documents often fail to meet the stringent security and performance demands of

	these...
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Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5Routledge, 2012

	
		With organizations and individuals increasingly dependent on the Web, the need for competent, well-trained Web developers and maintainers is growing. Helping readers master Web development, Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5 covers specific Web programming languages, APIs, and coding techniques and provides an...
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Computational Geometry: Algorithms and ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
This well-accepted introduction to computational geometry is a textbook for high-level undergraduate and low-level graduate courses. The focus is on algorithms and hence the book is well suited for students in computer science and engineering. Motivation is provided from the application areas: all solutions and techniques from computational...
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Building Cocoa Applications : A Step by Step GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Building Cocoa Applications is an ideal book for serious developers who want to write programs for the Mac OS X using Cocoa.  It's a no-nonsense, hands-on text that's filled with examples -- not only simple and self-contained examples of individual Cocoa features, but extended examples of complete applications with enough sophistication...
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Mathematical Structures for Computer Science: A Modern Treatment of Discrete MathematicsW. H. Freeman, 2002

	The important role that discrete structures plays in computer science is gaining recognition.
	Computing Curricula 2001 (CC2001), the latest curriculum recommendation for computer-
	related education, was a joint undertaking of the Institute for Electrical and Electronic
	Engineers/Computer Society (IEEE/CS) and the Association for...
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An Introduction to Kolmogorov Complexity and Its Applications (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	“The book is outstanding and admirable in many respects. ... is necessary reading for all kinds of readers from undergraduate students to top authorities in the field.” Journal of Symbolic Logic


	Written by two experts in the field, this is the only comprehensive and unified treatment of the central ideas and...
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